
*Note: measurements are in centimetres and are approximate only.  Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in  
front of the sofa the arm will be on  either the left or right side of the modular component. Please refer to website for care instructions: www.freedom.com.au 
While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet is correct at the time of printing, it is sometimes necessary  for changes to be made to product 
specifications. To avoid disappointment, we suggest that you obtain confirmation of  product specifications and availability with your freedom salesperson  
before placing your order. Please refer to website for  care instructions: www.freedom.com.au or www.freedomfurniture.co.nz

Sorrento 
Sofa range

Ottoman 
w 93  d 93  h 44

Corner  
w 100  d 100  h 86

3 seat mod LAF/RAF 
w 209  d 100  h 86

Armchair 
w 145  d 100  h 86

3 seat mod + chaise 
w 327  d 170  h 86

2.5 seat sofa 
w 197  d 100  h 86

Chaise LAF/RAF 
w 118  d 170  h 86

1.5 seat armless
w 90  d 100  h 86

1.5 seat mod LAF/RAF
w 118  d 100  h 86

1.5 seat LAF/RAF mod + armless 
+ corner + armless + ottoman
w 308  d 283  h 86

3 seat sofa 
w 236  d 100  h 86

3 seat mod LAF/RAF + corner  
+ armless + ottoman 
w 306  d 290  h 86

THE STORY  
With hidden legs, the Sorrento modular sofa 
appears to float giving cloud-like comfort with 
its foam and feather-filled cushions. The great 
thing is each piece can easily combine to create 
your dream lounging space or simply use any 
piece on its own as extra seating. A sofa so 
flexible, you’ll never get bored. Perfect.

MATERIALS 
Frame: Timber
Suspension: Webbing and spring suspension  
Cushion fill: Feather and fibre

FABRIC & COLOURS 
Alpha; graphite, natural. 67% viscose, 18% polyester,  
9% linen, 6% other. Washed Canvas; graphite,  
ivory, stone. 85% polyester, 15% acrylic. 
Bendigo; ash, green, ginger, taffy, tan. 100% leather.

Updated: Mar 2021

*Note: measurements are in centimetres and are approximate only.  Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in  
front of the sofa the arm will be on  either the left or right side of the modular component. Please refer to website for care instructions: www.freedom.com.au 
While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet is correct at the time of printing, it is sometimes necessary  for changes to be made to product 
specifications. To avoid disappointment, we suggest that you obtain confirmation of  product specifications and availability with your freedom salesperson  
before placing your order. Please refer to website for  care instructions: www.freedom.com.au or www.freedomfurniture.co.nz

Sterling  
Sofa range

THE STORY  
Experience everyday comfort on the Sterling 
modular recliner sofa. A high back provides 
maximum support while soft foam seating will have 

family. An electric incliner back and footrest allows 
you to adjust the comfort to suit you. 

MATERIALS 
This sofa range uses timber as a frame 
comprising timber composites. For comfort 
and luxurious feel, its cushions fill use foam, 
fibre and feather. Its suspension is spring in 
the seat and webbing  in the back.

FABRIC & COLOURS 
Lucia 100% leather; frost, pale grey, elephant, 
ocean blue, claret, black, grey, silver grey 
Hollywood 100% leather; black, slate grey, 
espresso, ocean blue, elephant, grey, feather 
grey, frost, star white.

Storage ottoman
w 64   d 59   h 44

2.5 seat LAF/RAF 
w 171   d 98   h 90 
(battery or power  
motion option)

2.5 seat + corner + 2.5 seat modular 
w 279   d 279   h 90  
(battery or motion option)

1.25 seat armless 
w 74   d 98   h 90 
(1 battery or power  
motion option)

1.25 seat LAF/RAF 
w 97   d 98   h 90 
(1 battery or power  
motion option)

Armchair 
w 105   d 98   h 90 
(1 battery or power motion option)

2 seat sofa 
w 164   d 98   h 90
(2 battery or power  
motion option)

2.5 seat sofa 
w 210   d 98   h 90  
(2 battery or power  
motion option)

Corner 
w 108   d 108   h 90

Chaise LAF/RAF 
w 99   d 160   h 90

Updated: May 2021

This sofa range uses 100% hardwood timber 
comprising the frame. For comfort and luxurious 
feel, its cushions fill use foam, fibre and feather. 
Its suspension is spring in the seat and webbing in 
the back.

(2 battery or electric motion option)

2.5 seat modular + corner + 2.5 seat modular

USB port is available in the electric motion only.

(2 battery or electric 
motion option)

also available in 1 
battery or electric 
motion option

(2 battery or electric 
motion option)

(1 battery or electric motion option)

 (1 battery or electric 
motion option)

also available in 1
battery or electric 
motion option

Lucia (100% leather); frost, pale grey, elephant,
ocean blue, claret, black, grey, silver grey
Hollywood (100% leather); black, slate grey,
espresso, ocean blue, elephant, grey, feather
grey, frost, gingerbread
Napoli (100%  leather); storm, black, donkey, 
mocha, grey, ash
Benz  (100% leather); brandy, merlot, saddle
Randolph (100% leather); black, Tan

Updated: February 2022

*Note: measurements are in centimetres and are approximate only. Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in
front of the sofa the arm will be on either the left or right side of the modular component. While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet 
is correct at the time of printing, it is sometimes necessary for changes to be made to product specifications. To avoid disappointment, we suggest that 
you obtain confirmation of product specifications and availability with your freedom salesperson before placing your order. Please refer to website for care 
instructions: www.freedom.com.au or www.freedomfurniture.co.nz



*Note: measurements are in centimetres and are approximate only.  Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in  
front of the sofa the arm will be on  either the left or right side of the modular component. Please refer to website for care instructions: www.freedom.com.au 
While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet is correct at the time of printing, it is sometimes necessary  for changes to be made to product 
specifications. To avoid disappointment, we suggest that you obtain confirmation of  product specifications and availability with your freedom salesperson  
before placing your order. Please refer to website for  care instructions: www.freedom.com.au or www.freedomfurniture.co.nz

Sterling  
Sofa range

THE STORY  
Experience everyday comfort on the Sterling 
modular recliner sofa. A high back provides 
maximum support while soft foam seating will have 

family. An electric incliner back and footrest allows 
you to adjust the comfort to suit you. 

MATERIALS 
This sofa range uses timber as a frame 
comprising timber composites. For comfort 
and luxurious feel, its cushions fill use foam, 
fibre and feather. Its suspension is spring in 
the seat and webbing  in the back.

FABRIC & COLOURS 
Lucia 100% leather; frost, pale grey, elephant, 
ocean blue, claret, black, grey, silver grey 
Hollywood 100% leather; black, slate grey, 
espresso, ocean blue, elephant, grey, feather 
grey, frost, star white.

Storage ottoman
w 64   d 59   h 44

2.5 seat LAF/RAF 
w 171   d 98   h 90 
(battery or power  
motion option)

2.5 seat + corner + 2.5 seat modular 
w 279   d 279   h 90  
(battery or motion option)

1.25 seat armless 
w 74   d 98   h 90 
(1 battery or power  
motion option)

1.25 seat LAF/RAF 
w 97   d 98   h 90 
(1 battery or power  
motion option)

Armchair 
w 105   d 98   h 90 
(1 battery or power motion option)

2 seat sofa 
w 164   d 98   h 90
(2 battery or power  
motion option)

2.5 seat sofa 
w 210   d 98   h 90  
(2 battery or power  
motion option)

Corner 
w 108   d 108   h 90

Chaise LAF/RAF 
w 99   d 160   h 90

Updated: May 2021

3 seat Sofa
w 223  d 98  h 90
(2 battery or electric motion 
option)

Console with USB
w 33  d 98  h 90

2.5 seat modular
LAF/RAF
w 187  d 98  h 90

1.5 seat modular 
LAF/RAF
w 105  d 98  h 90

1.5 Seat Armless 
LAF/RAF
w 82  d 98  h 90

USB port is available in the electric motion only.

Updated: February 2022

*Note: measurements are in centimetres and are approximate only. Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in
front of the sofa the arm will be on either the left or right side of the modular component. While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet 
is correct at the time of printing, it is sometimes necessary for changes to be made to product specifications. To avoid disappointment, we suggest that 
you obtain confirmation of product specifications and availability with your freedom salesperson before placing your order. Please refer to website for care 
instructions: www.freedom.com.au or www.freedomfurniture.co.nz


